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Abstract
This study aims to obtain empirical evidence of Tri Hita Karana's cultural abilities in moderating the effect of role conflict, role ambiguity, and the role overload in burnout experienced by the Government Internal Supervisory Apparatus (APIP) at the Inspectorate of Bali Province. The technique of determining the sample used is saturated sampling (census). The number of respondents was 47 APIP. The data used is in the form of primary data. Data collection using survey methods using questionnaires. The analysis technique used in this study is Partial Least Square (PLS). The results of the analysis show that the culture of Tri Hita Karana causes the effect of role conflict and the role overload in reduced burnout. However, Tri Hita Karana's culture does not moderate the effect of the role ambiguity on burnout experienced by the APIP at the Inspectorate of Bali Province.
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1. Introduction
APIP was formed to oversee the administration of the government, especially the financial management sector to run according to the provisions and laws and regulations. In carrying out its duties, APIP acts independently and has responsibilities to interested parties on audited financial statements. APIP will make decisions based on the evidence and facts obtained in the field.
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In its efforts to find audit evidence, APIP conducts boundary spanning activities, namely APIP must interact with many people, both from inside and outside the organization who have different needs and expectations to obtain information that is useful in decision making. Individuals who are in a boundary-spanning situation have the potential to experience pressure due to their role. APIP is a profession that has the potential to experience depression because of the many pressures in its work. The stress experienced by APIP can also occur considering that APIP's duties and responsibilities are very heavy, the scope of supervision is extensive, the level of complexity of the work is high (Wiryathi et al., 2014).

Stress can have a positive or negative impact. Hans Selye (1956) in Wikaningtyas (2007), states that there are two types of stress namely eustress, namely stress that has a positive impact on human life and distress that has a negative impact. Stress at a certain level can actually motivate someone to improve performance and complete their work. Some people are said to be able to positively utilize stress to capture opportunities and perform with or close to their maximum level of ability. Many professionals see the pressure in the form of a heavy workload and short deadlines as a positive challenge to be able to increase the quality of work and satisfaction gained from their work (Robbins and Judge, 2008). But excessive levels of stress can have a negative impact that tends to reduce performance, job satisfaction, and can lead to psychopathological symptoms such as depression and anxiety (Wikaningtyas, 2007). The type of stress that has a negative or dysfunctional (distress) impact on performance is called burnout (Kalbers & Fogarty, 2005; Utami & Naharyo, 2013).

Burnout is the term first expressed by Freudenberger (1974), which is a representation of psychological stress syndrome, which shows a negative response as a result of work pressures (Cordes and Dougherty, 1993; Murtiasri and Ghozali, 2006). Maslach & Jackson (1981) define burnout as a psychological syndrome of emotional and personalized fatigue, which arises among individuals who work with others. Someone who experiences this condition will lose energy, enthusiasm for life, and self-confidence. According to Maslach & Leiter (1997), burnout generally arises due to disharmony between work with individuals who do these jobs and work pressures. These work pressures can lead to emotional and physical fatigue (burnout), which in turn can reduce auditor performance.

Bakar & Salleh (2015), reveal that the role played by a person can be a factor causing stress because someone in his life does not only play one role. Role theory suggests that employees will increasingly be unable to handle each role successfully if they take many roles in a row, which in turn will cause conflict. Fogarty et al., (2000), noted that symptoms of burnout occur in the profession of public accounting or auditors, internal auditors, and management accountants.

Research on stress and burnout in the auditor profession is increasingly being done because excessive stress can have a negative impact on performance and health. Excessive stress experienced by auditors can also have a negative impact on agencies such as increased absenteeism, low productivity, high employee turnover rates, and job dissatisfaction (Wiryathi et al., 2014). The cause of burnout that will be discussed in this study is the role pressure which consists of role conflict, role ambiguity, and role overload.

Kalbers & Fogarty (2005), state that academic research focuses on role conflict, role ambiguity and role overload as causes of burnout. In addition, according to Cordes & Dougherty (1993), the antecedents of burnout are role conflict, role ambiguity, and role overload. Fogarty et al., (2000) and Murtiasri & Ghozali (2006), found a positive effect on role conflict, role ambiguity, and role overload in burnout.

Role conflict refers to the incompatibility of expectations and demands related to roles (Idris, 2011). Role conflict arises when an individual is expected to act in ways that conflict with his needs, capacities, and values (Viator, 2001). Role conflict creates expectations that may be difficult to resolve or fulfill (Robbins & Judge, 2008). Role conflict is a conflict or confusion that occurs because of the simultaneous occurrence of two or more forms of pressure on the workplace, where the fulfillment of one role makes fulfilling other roles more difficult. Utami & Naharyo (2013), state that within the accounting profession, role conflict arises from two consecutive but inconsistent orders. This results in the auditor having to work extra, involving emotions and not a little effort to do his job (Fogarty, et al 2000). If such conditions continue, the auditor can experience burnout (Maslach, 1982 in Fogarty et al., 2000).

Role ambiguity arise when individuals do not have clear authority or knowledge about how to do the assigned work (Idris, 2011). The lack of clarity occurs when role expectations are not clearly understood and employees are not sure what to do (Robbins & Judge, 2008). Auditors often only have a small amount of information that is sufficient to do their work or what is their responsibility in their current role (Jones et al., 2010). This lack of information or unclear direction and direction causes mental fatigue, because under conditions of ambiguity the individual needs high energy and mentality, leading to burnout (Maslach & Jackson, 1984).

Excess roles occur when expectations for roles are greater than the abilities and motivations of individuals to perform tasks (Idris, 2011). The number of tasks given in a limited period of time or the work gave is too difficult and
exceeds the ability, can cause a person to become tired, both physically and mentally. Yustrianthe (2008), states that professionals who experience prolonged role excess can experience a tendency to evaluate themselves negatively with respect to their accomplishments. This causes burnout and as a result, this can lead to dissatisfaction, and the desire to burnout.

Research on the relationship between role conflict, role ambiguity and the overload of roles with burnout has resulted in inconsistent findings. Murtiashri & Ghozali (2006) and Budiasih (2017), found a positive effect on role conflict, role ambiguity, and role overload in burnout experienced by auditors, but Budiadnyni (2017), found a negative effect on role conflict and role ambiguity in burnout. Jawahar et al., (2007) and Ghorpade et al., (2011) found role conflict had a positive effect on burnout, but Lina & Kusuma (2018) found role conflict had a negative effect on burnout. Fogarty et al., (2000), found role conflict, role ambiguity, and role overload a positive effect on burnout, but Jones, et al (2010) found no evidence of the effect of role conflict on burnout, and Utami & Nahartyo (2013), found no evidence of the effect of role ambiguity on burnout, caused by the presence of other variables that affect the effect of role conflict, role ambiguity, and role overload in burnout. The variables in question are mediating variables and moderating variables. The moderating variable used in this study is the culture of Tri Hita Karana.

Culture has to do with the stress experienced by individuals. Keinan & Perlberg (1987) in Glazer & Beehr (2005), argue that one’s culture tends to affect the intensity of stress that affects individuals. Culture can be used as an independent variable or a moderating variable in the meta-analysis conducted by Dewi et al., (2018), there are 55 studies that make culture as an independent variable and 38 studies that make culture a moderating variable. The use of THK culture as a moderating variable among others has been carried out by Adiputra (2014), which states that THK culture moderates the effect of task complexity on internal auditor performance at the Bali Provincial Inspectorate Office, while Mustikayani & Dwirandra (2016), get results that THK culture does not moderate the effect of complex assignments to auditor performance. Budiadnyni (2017), found that the Tri Hita Karana culture weakened the effect of role conflict and role overload on auditor performance.

BudayaTri Hita Karana (THK) is someone’s behavior actualization, where THK culture is able to form good individual characters. Tri Hita Karana (THK) is the three causes of welfare or happiness (Suryani et al., 2009). The concept of THK is the concept of harmonizing relationships that are always guarded by the Balinese Hindu community including parahyangan (human relations with God), pawongan (human relations), and palemahan (human and environmental relations) (Riana, 2010). THK has become a life philosophy holistic and unique because it only exists in Bali and is rooted in Hinduism (Arriyanto, 2014). THK emphasizes the balance theory which states that Hindu societies tend to view themselves and their environment as a system controlled by balance and manifested in a form of behavior (Gunawan, 2009).

THK is a process of acculturation of local culture with organizational culture. This is reinforced by the vision of development in Bali Province in 2006-2026, namely "Bali Dwipa Rich, Fair, and Democratic, and Safe and Unified, in the Context of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia Based on Tri Hita Karana” (Windia & Dewi, 2007) and also there is a program of the Regional Government of Bali that organizes Tri Hita Karana Award for government agencies, schools, hotels and other educational institutions in Bali. Therefore, THK must be implemented in every development area in Bali, including being applied in government agencies in Bali, especially at the Provincial Inspectorate. Bali.

Literature Review

The Ability of Tri Hita Karana Culture Moderating on the Effects of Role Conflict on Burnout

The culture of Tri Hita Karana balances the theory which states that Hindu societies tend to view themselves and their environment as a system that is controlled by the value of balance, and manifested in the form of behavior (Gunawan, 2009). If the THK concept is associated with an organization, in the dimensions of parahyangan a member of the organization has confidence that the success achieved is not solely because of their ability and hard work but rather because of God's will. A harmonious relationship with God can be built by believing and devoting to God (Wiana, 2007). Belief and devotion to God can increase one’s ability to control themselves against various negative actions that can harm others. The self-approach to God is felt as a religious force that causes one to think calmly and clearly (Putra, 2000). The understanding of the culture of Tri Hita Karana can make APiP more rigid, calmer and think clearly so that it can make wiser decisions in overcoming role conflicts. Then the hypothesis proposed is:

H1: Tri Hita Karanas culture weakens the effect of role conflict on burnout

The Ability of Tri Hita Karana Culture Moderating on the Effects of Role Ambiguity on Burnout

Tri Hita Karana's culture, the dimension of *pawongan* is related to harmonious relations between human beings which is manifested through the cultivation of teachings of manners or morality (Hindu ethics). This teaching provides guidance on how we respect each other and respect each other. Pitana (2002b), explains in relation to the dimension of *pawongan* someone has the view that humans do not live alone in this world and that humans always expect help from each other. Likewise, Wiana (2007), explained that a harmonious relationship between humans and humans can be realized by building unity to equalize perceptions, missions, and visions which are a concept of togetherness and devotion to God. The dimension of Pawongan is relevant to the organizational culture dimension Stein (2004), about making a clear system of reward and punishment, determining vision and mission, clarity in the distribution of power and status and developing goals in the form of organizational structure and division of tasks. APIP's understanding of Tri Hita Karana culture will also increase the persistence of APIP in work and the ability to establish harmonious relationships with colleagues so that APIP can position itself well in overcoming the ambiguity of the role. So the hypothesis proposed is:

H2: Tri Hita Karanas culture weakens the effect of role ambiguity on burnout

The Ability of Tri Hita Karana Moderates the Strengths of Role Overload on Burnout

The culture of Tri Hita Karana, the dimensions of *parahyangan* is related to the harmonious relationship between humans and God built by believing and devoting to God (Wiana, 2007). Someone who understands the culture of Tri Hita Karana views that work done as a service and worship, as well as success is not only from human endeavors but there are other powers that make the work easy to do (Ariyanto, 2014). Understanding of Tri Hita Karanam's culture is able to encourage APIP to work sincerely, selfless hard work so that it can be calmer and accept with sincerity the existence of excess roles. So the proposed hypothesis is

H3: Tri Hita Karana's culture weakens the effect of the role overload on burnout

2. Materials and Methods

The research location is the Inspectorate of Bali Province. The population in this study are all the Inspectorate Offices of Bali Province who participated in the inspection assignments in 2018, namely as many as 47 people consisting of 4 Regional Assistant Inspectors, functional Local Government Affairs Inspector Officials (P2UPD) 11 people and functional auditors 32 people. Data collection methods used in this study are survey methods using questionnaires. The hypothesis was tested with a 5 percent significance level using Partial Least Square (PLS) using the SmartPLS 3.0 application. This study tested the hypothesis with PLS because this study has a weak theoretical basis, especially with regard to the culture of Tri Hita Karana which had not previously been associated with role conflict, role ambiguity, role overload, and burnout.

3. Results and Discussions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Information</th>
<th>Original Sample Estimate Value</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Role Conflict *THK -&gt; Burnout</td>
<td>-0.118</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclear Role *THK -&gt; Burnout</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role over *THK -&gt; Burnout</td>
<td>-0.231</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The hypothesis (H1) states that the culture of Tri Hita Karana weakens the effect of role conflict on burnout. Table 1 shows that the Tri Hita Karana culture weakens the effect of role conflict on burnout is significant with a p-value of
The results showed that the culture of Tri Hita Karana weakened the influence of role conflict and the role of overload in burnout. Tri Hita Karana’s culture and the role overload faced by APIP, thus reducing the occurrence of burnout. For this reason, it is recommended to consider the cultural aspects of Tri Hita Karana in the organizational culture at the Inspectorate of Bali Province in order to improve harmony and harmony in APIP behavior, so as to help overcome role conflicts and the excess roles they face in carrying out their duties.

The results of this study indicate that the moderating relationship between Tri Hita Karana culture and the role ambiguity on APIP burnout are not moderators, but are intervening, exogenous, antecedent or predictor (independent).

Hypothesis (H2) states that the Tri Hita Karana culture weakens the influence of role ambiguity on burnout. Table 5.7 shows that the culture of Tri Hita Karanam weakens the influence of the role ambiguity on burnout is not significant because the p-value is 0.942, greater than 0.05. The original sample estimate value is positive which is equal to 0.009 which indicates that the Tri Hita Karana Culture does not moderate the role ambiguity in burnout. Thus the H2 hypothesis in this study which states that the Tri Hita Karanam culture weakens the influence of the ambiguity of roles in the rejected burnout.

The relationship of the cultural variable Tri Hita Karana with the dependent variable can be seen from the significance value with a p-value of 0.000, less than 0.05. The interaction of the cultural variable Tri Hita Karana with the independent variable can be seen from the significance value of the interaction of the role ambiguity variable with the Tri Hita Karana cultural variable, namely with a p-value of 0.942, greater than 0.05. This shows that the interaction of obscurity variables with Tri Hita Karana variables on burnout is not significant, so the moderating relationship between Tri Hita Karana’s culture and role ambiguity in burnout is not a moderator, but is intervening, exogenous, antecedent or predictor (independent).

The hypothesis (H3) states that the Tri Hita Karana Culture weakens the influence of the role overload on burnout. Table 5.7 above shows that the Tri Hita Karana Culture weakens the influence of the role overload on burnout is significant with a p-value of 0.031, less than 0.05. The original sample estimate value is negative which is equal to -0.231 which indicates that the Tri Hita Karanam culture weakens the influence of the role overload on burnout. Thus the H3 hypothesis in this study which states that the culture of Tri Hita Karanam weakens the influence of role overload on burnout is accepted.

The relationship of the Tri Hita Karan cultural variable with the dependent variable can be seen from the significance value with a p-value of 0.000, less than 0.05. The interaction of the cultural variable Tri Hita Karana with the independent variable can be seen from the significance value of the interaction of the role overload variable with the cultural variable Tri Hita Karana which is p-value of 0.031, smaller than 0.05. This shows that the interaction of the role overload variable with the Tri Hita Karana variable on burnout is significant, so the moderating relationship between Tri Hita Karana culture and the role overload n burnout is the quasi moderator.

4. Conclusion

The results showed that the culture of Tri Hita Karana weakened the influence of role conflict and the role of overload in burnout. Tri Hita Karana's culture and the role overload faced by APIP, thus reducing the occurrence of burnout. For this reason, it is recommended to consider the cultural aspects of Tri Hita Karana in the organizational culture at the Inspectorate of Bali Province in order to improve harmony and harmony in APIP behavior, so as to help overcome role conflicts and the excess roles they face in carrying out their duties.

The results of this study indicate that the moderating relationship between Tri Hita Karana culture and the role ambiguity on APIP burnout are not moderators, but are intervening, exogenous, antecedent, or predictors. For further research, it is recommended to consider other variables that are able to moderate the influence of role conflict, role ambiguity, and the role overload in APIP burnout, and further research can use different respondents, such as external auditors.

The results showed that the average score on the tolerance indicator obtained the lowest value so that it showed low mutual respect and respect among fellow APIPs, so it was suggested to the Bali Provincial Inspectorate to
emphasize the implementation of the tolerance values so that harmonious relations between APIPs were maintained in creating conducive working conditions.

**Limitation**

Based on the research that has been done, there are limitations, namely the instruments in this study only use questionnaires. Data collection is only done by distributing questionnaires. Further research should conduct interviews with respondents related to the cultural understanding of Tri Hita Karana or provide open questions on special questionnaires concerning perceptions and understandings related to the culture of Tri Hita Karana.
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